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Abstract 

In view of the safety problem of current mobile security payment encryption schemes, this paper proposed a quantum key-based MSP 

(mobile security payment) scheme. First, this scheme introduced quantum encryption technology to solve the symmetric key problem 

between the payment platform server and the commercial supermarket server. Then, the quantum key was safely obtained and the QR 

(quick response) code was generated by using the proposed quantum key gateway. Finally, the mobile device finished the payment 

according to the one-time pad encryption scheme. Compared with the existing schemes, the proposed scheme can fully employ the 

advantages of quantum encryption technology. It can also resist multiple security threats by using the quantum key gateway. Under the 

real quantum key distribution and quantum key gateway environment, the feasibility and effectiveness of this scheme were proven by 

experimental results. 
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1. Introduction 

 

With the rapid growth of the Internet and the rise of e-commerce, the financial payment pattern has become the bottleneck 

of the economic development. Therefore, mobile payments have emerged. The mobile payment platform has a solid 

foundation in electronic shopping and has strong technical support. However, there are still many users who are deeply 

worried about online payment methods. Thus, how to guarantee the transaction security of mobile e-commerce and 

information security of both sides of a transaction has become the main problem of the development of mobile e-commerce. 

An encrypted short message verification code-based two-factor mobile payment system was proposed [1]. The NFC security 

payment protocol based on CoSE was introduced [2]. Based on the cloud service, the payment platform and virtual service 

hall were implemented [3]. Authors have designed multiple mechanisms including internet, data, security, and emergency 

response to improve the security of mobile payments. However, the current existing schemes require frequent transmission 

of sensitive information of users between the mobile terminal and payment platform. Thus, an actual secure channel is 

needed to guarantee the transmission security. Otherwise, once the internal information of MSP scheme is stolen or 

modified, it will result in a huge security threat to the whole scheme. The encryption and decryption key used in the MSP 

scheme are both pseudo-randomly generated by the computer. There are certain rules to follow, and the possibility of being 

deciphered exists. 

 

Quantum encryption is a proven safe encryption technology that is based on the physical properties of quantum states 

and the theory of quantum physics [4]. The safety of the technology relies on the principle of quantum physics rather than 

the mathematical complexity of traditional cryptography. Therefore, it has the outstanding safety advantages in information 

transmission. Quantum key encryption has been applied in various fields [5-13], such as Ali cloud, telecommunication 

providers, and the construction of practical quantum networks including quantum satellite networks, quantum metropolitan 

area networks, and quantum trunk networks [14-17]. By introducing QKD (quantum key distribution) technology to the 

existing mobile security payment scheme and fully utilizing the physical characteristics of quantum key, the system security 
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can be effectively enhanced. 

 

A quantum key-based mobile security payment (QMSP) scheme was proposed in this paper. We adopted the quantum 

encryption technology to enhance the transmission security between mobile terminals and the payment platform. A safe and 

efficient MSP scheme was formulated by seamlessly applying the quantum key gateway to MSP. 

 

2. Background 

 

Quantum key distribution technology does not rely on the calculation complexity of the classical communication system. It 

uses the quantum state of the photon or the phase of the quantum state to carry information. By using quantum 

measurements, transceivers can detect whether these photonic states are attacked by eavesdroppers during transmission. 

Once the transceivers confirm that the transmission has been maliciously eavesdropped, they will give up the shared key or 

terminate the protocol directly. This kind of key sharing mechanism can guarantee the absolute security of quantum key 

distribution system in theory. The BB84 protocol [18] is the earliest and most mature quantum key distribution protocol. 

Generally, the BB84 protocol employs a single photon to transmit information and uses photon polarization states as the 

information coding object. The sender is usually represented by Alice, the receiver is Bob, and the eavesdropper is named 

Eve. The photon polarization states used are horizontal polarization, vertical polarization, 450 polarization, and 1350 

polarization, which respectively correspond to the quantum states of H , V ,  , and  . Alice and Bob map the 

photon polarization to the corresponding binary "01" bit information by the basis comparison and form the shared quantum 

key { | 1,2, , },  {0,1}i ikey s i n s    through the "post-processing" process. This is the quantum key distribution process. 

 

3. Quantum Key-based QMSP Scheme 

 

3.1. Structure of the Scheme 

 

The structure of the quantum key-based QMSP scheme is shown in Figure 1. The scheme consists of the payment platform 

and the commercial supermarket. The network type of the payment platform is a local area network (LAN) including the 

QKD device and the payment platform server. The network type of the commercial supermarket is also LAN, which 

includes the QKD device, commercial supermarket server, switch, quantum key gateway, and mobile device. The network 

type between the payment platform and the commercial supermarket is a wide area network (WAN) including the quantum 

key distribution channel and quantum encryption channel. 
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Figure 1. Structure of quantum key-based QMSP scheme 
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3.2. Role of Related Components 

 

A QKD device is a quantum key distribution device that adopts the mature and widely used single photon decoy state-based 

BB84 protocol. 

 

The quantum key distribution channel is the link of quantum state transmission and quantum key generation for the 

QKD devices of the payment sides. 

 

The quantum encryption channel is a secure transmission channel for bit stream-based OTP (one time pad) encryption 

that uses the quantum key after the payment sides to perform quantum key distribution through the quantum link. 

 

The quantum key is the encryption and decryption key used by each mobile user when it transmits data with the 

payment platform. It is a symmetric key generated by QKD devices of the payment sides through the quantum key 

distribution channel. Using quantum key to implement one time pad encryption is a proven secure quantum encryption 

communication mode at present. 

 

The payment platform server is used to keep the symmetric quantum key generated by the QKD device of the 

payment platform. 

 

The commercial supermarket server is used to keep the symmetric quantum key generated by the QKD device of the 

commercial supermarket. 

 

The quantum key gateway applies for the quantum key from the commercial supermarket server and converts it into 

QR code. 

 

A mobile device scans the QR code and obtains the quantum key to encrypt payment information and transmit it to the 

payment platform server. 

 

3.3. Main Algorithms of QMSP Scheme 

 

Based on the existing mobile security payment scheme, QMSP introduces quantum key encryption and management-based 

algorithms to improve the practicability and security. The introduced algorithms mainly include the quantum key gateway 

setup algorithm and quantum key gateway key acquisition algorithm. 

 

The quantum key gateway setup algorithm: preset the quantum key. 

 

(1) Set the quantum key gateway identifier  1,2, ,iGI i n . 

 

(2) The payment platform server and commercial supermarket server record 
iGI . 

 

(3) ( ,16)( ,16)
ii GIPre GI PK , where Pre  is the preset quantum key function, 16 is the number of bytes, and PK is the 

preset key of the quantum key gateway 
iGI . 

 

(4) The payment platform server and commercial supermarket server keep ( ,16)iGISPK , where SPK  is the preset key 

used by servers to keep the quantum key gateway iGI .  

 

The algorithm for quantum key gateway to obtain quantum key: 

 

(1) The quantum key gateway 
iGI  applies quantum key from the commercial supermarket server. 

 

(2) The payment platform server and commercial supermarket server apply quantum key ( ,1024)iGIQK  with 1024 bytes 

from the QKD devices. 

 

(3) ( , ) ( ,16) ( , 16)( , , )
i i iGI x GI GI xDivQ QK QK QK  , where DivQ  is the quantum key segmentation function and x is the length of 
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quantum key, 1024x  . 

 

(4) ( ,16) ( , )_ ( , )
i iGI GI xEn AES PK QK , where _En AES  is the encryption quantum key function of the commercial 

supermarket server that is sent to the quantum key gateway. 

 

(5) ( ,16) ( ,16)i iGI GISPK QK . 

 

(6) ( ,16) ( , )_ ( , )
i iGI GI xDe AES PK QK , where _De AES  is the decryption quantum key function of the quantum key 

gateway. 

 

(7) Repeat step (3). 

 

(8) ( ,16) ( ,16)i iGI GIPK QK . 

 

3.4. Payment Process of QMSP Scheme 

 

Assume that the plaintext length of payment information is 32 bytes. To guarantee the one-time pad encryption, both sides 

of the payment adopt the XOR algorithm, for which the process is indicated in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Payment process of QMSP scheme 

 

The payment process is as follows: 

 

(1) The quantum key gateway obtains key ( ,48)iGIQK . 

 

(2) ( ,48) ( ,16) ( ,32)( , , )
i i iGI GI GIDivQ QK QK QK . 

 

(3) The quantum key gateway converts ( ,32)iGIQK  into the QR code. 

 

(4) The mobile device cans the QR code to obtain the quantum key. 
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(5) ( ,32)_
i iGI GIEn Info QK M  , where _

iGIEn Info  is the encrypted cipher text of the payment information of the 

mobile device, M is the plaintext of payment information, and   is the XOR operation. 

 

(6) The mobile device transmits _
iGIEn Info  to the payment platform server. 

 

(7) The payment platform repeats step (2). 

 

(8) ( ,32)_ _
i i iGI GI GIDe Info QK En Info M   . The payment platform obtains the plaintext of payment information of 

the mobile device. 

 

3.5. Security Analysis 

 

Compared with the existing schemes, the proposed QMSP scheme has the advantages of preventing eavesdropping and 

cracking attacks in the WAN information transmission and internal LAN. 

 

3.5.1. QMSP Scheme Guarantees the Network Transmission Security 

 

Proof: Existing schemes generally use the hypothetical secure channel to transmit the key system parameters. However, in 

practical applications, security problems such as eavesdropping and cracking due to the complexity of network will threaten 

the overall security of the MSP scheme. In the proposed QMSP scheme, the quantum key distribution mechanism is 

introduced. By fully utilizing the security characteristic of the quantum key, the quantum encryption channel is built to 

encrypt the information between the mobile device and payment platform with one-time pad quantum encryption mode. The 

physical properties of quantum, such as the Heisenberg uncertainty principle and quantum state non-cloning principle, 

effectively avoid monitoring and stealing, which enhances the communication security of existing schemes. 

 

3.5.2. QMSP Scheme Guarantees the LAN Internal Security 

 

Existing schemes generally assume that the interior of LAN is a trusted area. However, in practical applications, malicious 

users can eavesdrop on the transmitted quantum key in the trusted area. The proposed QMSP scheme adopts the preset 

quantum key strategy to keep ( ,16)iGIQK  in the quantum key gateway. By using the AES-128 symmetric encryption 

algorithm, the quantum key sent from the commercial supermarket server to the quantum key gateway is encrypted. 

Meanwhile, the gateway replaces the preset key with the obtained quantum key to ensure the one-time pad encryption 

characteristic of the key. 

 

4. Experimental Results and Analysis 

 

To verify the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed QMSP scheme, the algorithm to obtain the key by the quantum key 

gateway of the commercial supermarket is constructed, and the experimental results are analyzed. The QKD device used is 

Quantum-CTEK QGW, where the frequency is 40MHz, the signal wavelength is 1550nm, the signal pulse is 200, and the 

detector dark count is less than or equal to 65 10  . The topological structure of the network is illustrated in Figure 3. 

KJCS represents the key generation control server, which is used to control the quantum key distribution process for the 

entire quantum optical fiber link; SIP represents the SIP server, which is used to establish the SIP user; and Log represents 

the log server, which is used to check the operating state of the entire quantum optical fiber line. 

 

The quantum key gateway uses the ARM9 demo board of mini2440, Samsung S3C2440 microprocessor, 256M Nand 

Flash, and 4.3-inch touch screen. The QR code generation software is QT4.7. 

 

The processor of the commercial supermarket server is Inter Core i5-8500 3.0GHz with 8GB memory. The operating 

system is 64-bit windows7. 

 

First of all, to verify the coding rate of the QKD device, different lengths of the quantum key distribution link are 

designed and tested where 1550nm single mode optical fiber is used. The results are shown in Figure 4, where the x-axis 

denotes the quantum key distribution time and the y-axis denotes the coding rate of the QKD device. As shown in Figure 4, 

the coding rate of the QKD device decreases with the increase in the length of the quantum key distribution link. 
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Figure 3. Topological structure of network 

 
Figure 4. Coding rates of different quantum key distribution link lengths 

 

Next, in order to choose a suitable quantum key encryption algorithm of the QMSP scheme, we test the responding time 

of the commercial supermarket server with multiple users and different algorithms. The plaintext length of the key is 16 

bytes. The x-axis is the number of visits to the quantum key gateway, and the y-axis is the average responding time of the 

commercial supermarket server. From the comparison results shown in Figure 5, we can see that the time efficiency of the 

AES-128 encryption and decryption algorithm is better than that of other algorithms. Therefore, the encryption and 

decryption algorithm to obtain the quantum key adopted in this paper is AES-128. 

 
Figure 5. Average responding time of the commercial supermarket server with different algorithms 
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Finally, in the case of multiple accesses with different users, we verify the average responding time of the commercial 

supermarket server when the quantum key gateway generates QR codes with different lengths. The encryption and 

decryption algorithm to obtain the key by the quantum key gateway is AES-128. The results are shown in Tables 1-3. We 

can see that the average responding time of the commercial supermarket server is in direct proportion to the number of visits 

to the quantum key gateway. With the same number of visits, the time to obtain QR codes with different key lengths from 

the commercial supermarket server is roughly the same. 

 
Table 1. 8-byte key plaintext information 

Number of visits to the quantum key 

gateway 
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

Average responding time of the 
commercial supermarket server 

0.60 0.91 1.21 1.50 1.81 2.10 1.49 

 
Table 2. 24-byte key plaintext information 

Number of visits to the quantum key 

gateway 
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

Average responding time of the 
commercial supermarket server 

0.61 0.91 1.20 1.51 1.81 2.11 2.24 

 
Table 3. 40-byte key plaintext information 

Number of visits to the quantum key 

gateway 
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

Average responding time of the 

commercial supermarket server 
0.61 0.90 1.23 1.49 1.80 2.09 2.39 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

A quantum key-based mobile security payment scheme was proposed in this paper. The proposed scheme fully utilized the 

characteristics and advantages of the quantum key to design the quantum key gateway for key extraction. First, the QKD 

devices of both payment sides generate the quantum key through the quantum link. Then, the quantum key gateway is preset 

using the 16-byte key. The quantum key gateway obtains the quantum key through the AES-128 algorithm, and the QR 

code is generated. Finally, the mobile device scans the QR code and adopts the one-time pad encryption scheme to transmit 

the payment information to the payment platform. The proposed scheme not only guaranteed the security of the symmetric 

quantum key generation in WAN, but also prevented malicious users from eavesdropping on the transmitted plaintext 

quantum key in LAN. It solved the problem of secure transmission of the payment information in the network. 
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